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The “Fake News crisis”
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According to the literature, the notion of fake news is
1. Vague
2. Undistinguishable from past forms of misinformation
3. Charged with a simplistic idea of journalistic truth
4. Politically dangerous

Public Data Lab and the ”Fake News crisis”
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4 reasons to stay clear of”fake news”
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Tandoc, E.C., Lim, Z.W. &
Ling, R. (2017)
Defining ‘Fake News’.

Digital Journalism . 811

Wardle, Claire
Fake news. It’s complicated (2017).
First Draft
medium.com/1st-draft/fake-newsits-complicated-d0f773766c79

2. Undistinguishable
from past misinformation

1. Vague
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Tuchman, G. (1978). Making News:
A Study in the Construction of Reality.
New York: The Free Press.

Schudson, M. (1989). The sociology of news
production. Media, Culture & Society. 11 (3).
pp. 263–282

Claire, W. & Derakhshan, H. (2017).
Information Disorder: Toward an interdisciplinary framework for research
and policymaking (Report to the Council of Europe).

The term “fake news” has also begun to be appropriated by
politicians around the world to describe news organisations
whose coverage they find disagreeable. In this way, it’s
becoming a mechanism by which the powerful can clamp down
upon, restrict, undermine and circumvent the free press. It’s also
worth noting that the term and its visual derivatives (e.g., the red
‘FAKE’ stamp) have been even more widely appropriated by
websites, organisations and political figures identified as
untrustworthy by fact-checkers to undermine opposing reporting
and news organizations” (p.16)

3. Charged with a simplistic
idea of journalistic truth
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4. Politically dangerous
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http://www.trumptwitterarchive.com/archive/fake%20news/ttff

What is ”fake news” about
if it is not about fakeness?

4. Politically dangerous
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Venturini, Tommaso. 2019.
“From Fake to Junk News, the Data Politics of Online Virality.”
In Data Politics: Worlds, Subjects, Rights, eds. Didier B., Engin A., and Evelyn R. Routledge.

Cunningham, C. A, and Howard E. 2018.
The Capture of Attention by Entirely
Irrelevant Pictures of Calorie-Dense Foods
Psychonomic Bulletin & Review: 586–95.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/rele
ases/2017/10/171026135327.htm

”spread, rather than fakeness, is the birthmark of
these contents that should be called “viral news”
or possibly “junk news” for, just as junk food,
they are consumed because they are addictive,
not because they are appreciated”

Junk news as junk food
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Junk news as junk food
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Eli Pariser. 2011. The Filter Bubble

THE TRENDING BUBBLE

“junk news” or “trending bubbles”
are contents that attracts a large share
of online attention but are incapable
to sustaining it for a long time

ATTENTION INFRASTRUCURES ARE
HOW WE
SPEND OUR TIME

The trending bubble of junk contents
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Leskovec, Jure,
Lars Backstrom,
and Jon Kleinberg.
2009.
“Meme-Tracking and
the Dynamics of the
News Cycle.”
In Proceedings of

the 15th Conference
on Knowledge
Discovery and Data
Mining, 497–506.
Paris, France.
https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/mountains-out-of-molehills/

The dynamics of the news cycle
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Mountains out of molehills
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What we are considering here, however,
are the psychic and social consequences
of the designs or patterns as they
amplify or accelerate existing processes.
For the “message” of any medium or
technology is the change of scale or
pace or pattern that it introduces into
human affairs.
The railway did not introduce movement
or transportation or wheel or road into
human society, but it accelerated and
enlarged the scale of previous human
functions, creating totally new kinds of
cities and new kinds of work and leisure.
McLuhan, Marshall. 1964. Understanding
Media: The Extensions of Man.
New York: McGraw-Hill.

Downs, A. 1972
Up and down with Ecology:
The ‘Issue-Attention Cycle’
Public Interest 28

Hilgartner, S. & Bosk, C. 1988
The Rise and Fall of Social Problems:
A Public Arenas Model
American Journal of Sociology 94 (1)
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McLuhan, Marshall, and Quentin Fiore. 1967.
The Medium Is the Massage. Gingko Press.

Media acceleration & amplification
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modern media enhanced and extended the range and scope of
those processes of invention and imitation that for him [Gabriel
Tarde] constituted the essence of economic life (p.11)

1. an economy of ephemeral attention that sustains microtransactions on infinitesimal attention spans

… [but also] …

2. technologies that track & push the shallow forms of media
engagement

caused the processes of individuation that connect psychic

3. social media metrics that nudge users to seek and share
trending contents

and social life to be short-circuited, resulting in the
destructive hegemony of the short term over the long term (p.12)
Terranova, Tiziana. 2012.
“Attention, Economy and the Brain.” Culture Machine 13: 1–19.

4. memes-oriented subcultures whose identity is defined by the
capacity to spread Internet memes
5. the political exploitation of trolling strategies to disrupt and
divert online debate

Five overlapping sources
of hyper-synchronisations

The dark side of Tarde’s attention economy
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Tim O’Reilly, 2005. What Is Web 2.0 - O’Reilly Media.

1

Google’s success came from an understanding of what Chris
Anderson refers to as "the long tail," the collective power of the
small sites that make up the bulk of the web’s content… The Web
2.0 lesson: leverage customer self-service and algorithmic data

economy of ephemeral attention

management to reach out to the entire web, to the edges and
not just the center, to the long tail and not just the head (p.21)

automatization of the
online attention market

Google Ad Network and
the birth of the Web 2.0
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AdSense

AdWords

AdSense/AdWords algorithms
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AdSense/AdWords algorithms
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track & push technologies
trends-oriented algorithms

Attention trackers & attention markets
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https://manifestdestiny.reveb.la

Apps count
Permission
16051
ACCESS
8838
READ
7436
WRITE
6866
INTERNET
5711
WAKE
3819
(blank)
3691
VIBRATE
3347
RECEIVE
3204
GET
1969
CHANGE
1647
USE
1088
RECORD
1013
ALERT
965
FOREGROUND
847
MANAGE
779
MODIFY
733
ADMIN
663
INSTALL
657
SET
637
REQUEST
629
AUTHENTICATE
560
CALL
407
STATS
341
BROADCAST

Covington, P., Jay A., and Emre S., 2016
Deep Neural Networks for YouTube
Recommendations

Proceedings of the10th ACM Conference
on Recommender Systems
Many hours worth of videos are uploaded
each second to YouTube. Recommending
this recently uploaded (“fresh”) content is
extremely important for YouTube as a
product.
We consistently observe that users prefer
fresh content, though not at the expense of
relevance. In addition to the first-order effect
of simply recommending new videos that
users want to watch, there is a critical
secondary phenomenon of boot-strapping
and propagating viral content.

A technical ecosystem
for tracking and pushing
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Trends-orienteds algorithms
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social media metrics

nudging self-branding
The rise of social/vanity metrics
(and how they nudge personal branding)
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Everyone is a (nano)celebrity
31

(included academics)
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4

memetic subcultures

the rise of meme magic
Memetic subculture on Reddit and 4chan
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https://medium.com/tryangle-magazine/mememagic-is-real-you-guys-16a497fc45b3

Trendiness as a subcultural game
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Meme magic
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political trolling

disrupting and diverting
online debate
Internet trolling
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https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/freedom-net-2017

Flores-Saviaga, Claudia, Brian C. Keegan, and Saiph Savage. 2018.
“Mobilizing the Trump Train: Understanding Collective Action in a Political Trolling Community”
ICWSM: 82–91. http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.00429

Trump trolling
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Political trolling VS fake news
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Infrastructural Feedbacks
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Memetic
arenas
memetic

track & push
technologies

subcultures

Infrastructural Feedbacks
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OCCRP, BuzzFeed News, and the Investigative Reporting Lab Macedonia can
now reveal that Veles’ political news industry was not started spontaneously
by apolitical teens. Rather, it was launched by a well-known Macedonian
media attorney, Trajche Arsov — who worked closely with two high-profile
American partners for at least six months during a period that overlapped

“The young Macedonians who run these sites say they

with Election Day…

don't care about Donald Trump. They are responding
to straightforward economic incentives… Several teens
and young men who run these sites told BuzzFeed
News that they learned that … the best way to generate
shares on Facebook is to publish sensationalist and
often false content that caters to Trump supporters”

the powerful forces of Facebook, digital advertising revenue, and political
partisanship gave rise to an unlikely global alliance that increased the spread
of misleading and false news in the critical months before Election Day.
Cvetkovska, S., Belford, A. Silverman, C. and Feder, L.

Silverman, C. & Lawrence A. (BuzzFeedNews, 2016)

(Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project, 2018)

“How Teens In The Balkans Are Duping Trump
Supporters With Fake News”

“The Secret Players Behind Macedonia's Fake News Sites”

www.buzzfeed.com/craigsilverman/how-macedonia-became-a-global-hub-

www.occrp.org/en/spooksandspin/the-secret-players-behind-macedonias-fake-news-sites

for-pro-trump-misinfo?utm_term=.cro1E9mye#.bemMKQqmV

Trolling industry
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Trolling industry
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King, G., Pan, J. & Roberts, M.E. (2017). How the Chinese Government Fabricates Social Media Posts for
Strategic Distraction, Not Engaged Argument. American Political Science Review . 111 (3). pp. 484–501.
The most important finding in this
graph is that the posts are far from
randomly or uniformly distributed,
instead being highly focused into
distinct volume bursts…
the most influential patterns inmost
social media are the bursts that occur
naturally when discussions go viral. The
government’s manufactured bursts
mirror these naturally occurring
influential patterns, but at times of the
government’s choosing. Bursts are also
much more likely to be effective at
accomplishing specific goals than a
strategy of randomly scattering
government posts in the ocean of real
social media.

Hagen, Sal. 2018. “Rendering Legible the Ephemerality of 4chan/Pol/.” Open Intelligence Lab
http://oilab.eu/rendering-legible-the-ephemerality-of-4chanpol/

Political trolling
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Memetic arenas
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viral
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Tuters, Marc, Emilija Jokubauskaitė, and Daniel Bach. 2018.
“Post-Truth Protest: How 4chan Cooked-up the Pizzagate Bullshit Introduction.”
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M/C Journal 21 (3).

Memetic arenas
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more infrastructural feedbacks
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Hebdige, Dick. 1979.
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These ‘humble objects’ can be magically appropriated;
‘stolen’ by subordinate groups and made to carry
‘secret’ meanings: meanings which express, in code, a

memetic
arenas
track & push
technologies

the safety pins… are indeed open to a double
inflection: to ‘illegitimate’ as well as ‘legitimate’ uses.

trolling
industry
viral
marketing

Subcultures: The Meaning of Style.

form of resistance to the order which guarantees their
continued subordination…
memetic
subcultures

As such, they are gestures, movements towards a
speech which offends the ‘silent majority”, which
challenges the principle of unity and cohesion, which
contradicts the myth of consensus.

subcultural
appropriation

Subcultural appropriation

more infrastructural feedbacks
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Google, 2016. How Google Fight Piracy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwxyRPFduTN2cl91LX J0YjlYSjA/view

Subcultural appropriation
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Meme sharecropping
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Soha, Michael, and Zachary J. McDowell. 2016.
“Monetizing a Meme: YouTube, Content ID, and the Harlem Shake.”

Social Media + Society 2(1):
[Nicholas] Carr’s notion [of digital

meme

two-step

sharecropping] lacked a coercive
analog to actual sharecropping, but

flow

now, with systems like YouTube’s
Content ID system, the licensing

hit&like
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political
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industry

option could coerce users to either
sign over their rights or lose access.
viral
marketing

YouTube’s own frequently asked
questions (FAQ) on Content ID makes
it clear: “In most cases, you can’t

social
self-branding

monetize a video that has a Content
ID claim. Instead, the copyright owners

memetic
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can choose to monetize your video.”
subcultural
appropriation

Meme sharecropping
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